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About This Game

Gather resources, expand your ship, raise a strong crew, build defense systems and protect your people.

It all happened in the year 2821. That's when everything changed. Before that, they were just a distant wonder. A miraculously
odd telescope reading or a blip in the noise.

But as we were watching them... They were also watching us. And when they came for us, we all watched them together. I
mean, all of us. The whole planet. They appeared above us, destroyed our defenses. And we knew we were doomed.

We left us with no other choice! We had to abandon Earth. Our last transport ship, 'the Trabalt,' was our only hope. But was this
small, salvaged vessel enough to get us off Earth? To take us out into the unwelcoming galaxy? To find new footholds for the

human race?

They may have taken our world. But we still have our wits. And our ingenuity. And our will to fight!

Gluon is a combat, survival and exploration game with space battles featuring massive numbers of ships.
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 Gather resources!
Your journey is full of dangers. You must prepare yourself for any eventuality.

 Expand your ship!
Your ship is modular and expandable. She starts out small but over the course of your journey, you will expand it into a
massive capital ship. You must optimize her layout and build the perfect fortress for your civilian charges.

 Raise strong crew!
Hire and manage a crew of officers. Maintain high morale levels to keep them operating at their best.

 Build defense systems and protect your people
Research and build technologies to protect your ship from the many threats of the galaxy. Build fixed weapon systems
on the Trabalt, or construct a fleet of fighters to keep her safe.

 Explore a massive galaxy
Find your way through a galaxy of mysteries and wonder. We left Earth not knowing where this path would take us.
Surely there must be a home for us out there, somewhere?

 Protect your people
You are responsible for the last remaining humans, cast adrift by cruel fate.

We are all refugees, now. The emptiness of space is our sea, our destination unknown. Our fate is in your hands. Good luck,
Commander.

Gluon is the medium for strong force and it exists in very small scale world like the proton and the neutron. It is the biggest
force among the four fundamental interactions of nature, three others are electromagnetism, weak force and gravitation.

In the future, the new technology is developed. This technology allows us to apply gluons in the huge scale world to combine
objects we can see in real life. It has wide application in space engineering and became the essential technology for constructing

modular ships.

You can see the small gaps between modules, this is the area where gluons act.

'Fastbird Dev Studio' is a new independent game development studio located in the island paradise of Jeju, South Korea. We
also develop an open source game engine called 'Fastbird Engine'. Gluon is the first game built with this engine. The engine is

available for all people without any fee. Search it on GitHub.
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It's pretty cute. I like the Luxor games, but this one crashed on me on one computer and got corrupted and could never be played
again. I couldn't even get it to start on another computer.. If you've played Minesweeper, than you'll know what I'm talking
about.
If you haven't, it was a free pre-installed game that came with most versions of Microsoft Windows.
Some remember it as "A good way to kill time" and others remember it as "That game that caused me to smash my mouse when
I was given a 50\/50 chance at guessing a bombs location, and got it wrong."

Underground Keeper is basically Minesweeper, set in a 3D environment and played in the first person perspective.
A rather novel idea to such an old game.

You have a pick-axe and a limited set of C4 charges to destroy the hidden bombs. You have to deduce the bombs locations by
the floating numbers adjacent to the rocks. Unlike Minesweeper, you do not have flags to pin potential risks. There are also
some mild hazards, such as falling into pits or being struck by your own detonation charges.

Visually the game looks really good and the music is mellow.
The game play is very casual, which makes since based on what it was inspired by.

The only drawback, in my opinion, is that the bombs locations do not randomize.
This gives the game a little less replay value compared to the original Minesweeper.

I recommend giving this game a try if you enjoy a relaxing gaming experience.. I love this match 3 game with battles! Love the
characters. I am new to steam and maybe I am missing something but I would like to see more instructions/information. Maybe
a little tutorial would help? I would like more information about the characters and their abilities as they pop up. Also, I was
playing in story mode and it suddely was not available anymore and the map completely changed. Still like to play and will
continue to follow.. the stupid pewdiepie ad was obnoxious enough, this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game didn't
need to crash my computer, too.. What is this Bonus Script??
What exactly does it do?. I would not recommend this game. However, it wasn't bad, but I got the game for $1 and got my
money's worth out of it.

Anyways... Tutorial was terrible and could be skipped past without any problems. The asteroid level\/minigame in the beginning
I absolutely hated, but I can see where it's needed for story (if the game has any) and I wish you could skip passed it at will (you
can skip it if you fail too many times).

Once you get to the game I enjoyed building the houses and doing quests to gain colonists. The most difficult part is figuring out
how to tell them what to do. For one, someone has to plant trees and another cut when I feel like that should be one job, because
the wheat planter also harvests. Your max inventory is limited to 5 item types with 16 being the max per stack. I could live with
that since, but end up making a lot of stockpiles that only hold one type of item.

Finally, it feels unfinished still: I found a few bugs and there is one resource I never found a use for that you have to mine from
rocks. You can cook wheat to make bread, you can make flower out of wheat, and cook wheat into bread. Either way you make
break you still end up with the same amount of bread per wheat and the colonists don't know how to cook flour so it's a useless
resource. You can put the crafting bench, furnace and a stockpile in the houses, but I was only ever able to place a workbench
and nothing else. I did get lucky a few times; I was able to place the furnace instead of a workbench and also place a stockpile in
one house and that house also happened to have a workbench in it. I encountered a bug were if you gather over the 16 stack size
in your inventory without unloading it, that resource vanishes into thin air. I found it because I was mining rock to build the big
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house which needs 16 stone. I mined over 16 and it disappeared. I just dismissed it as a fluke but it happened a second time too.
After that I was very careful to never overload my character with resources.. While 1993 Space Machine certainly has a lot
charm and its core idea is in the right place, I don't think its worth the asking price.

Directly after booting it up, I was like "oh man this is gonna be great - ship upgrades and bullet hell and retro graphics!". And it
was pretty fun, but things are paper thin, and flaws quickly begin to show. There aren't really that many upgrades, and most of
the ships sound the same (I played three and they didn't seem any different in speed or really anything). I don't hate this game as
much as I just think twelve bucks is about twice as high as it's probably worth).

Pros:
+I really enjoyed the ship upgrade/bullet hell/retro graphics idea with controller support. It is fun.
+Four player local support, although I didn't have the opportunity (yet) to try multiplayer.

Cons:
-While upgrade options seem large in the begining, they are actually quite limited (which seems like a fairly easy fix for the
developers seeing that the base game is already done).
-Asking price is too high.
-Ships don't seem like they have substantially different abilities/movement speeds/etc.

What seemed really fun in the begining turned out to be more 'meh' than anything.
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Great. It gets a little unfair after the 3rd episode. Better than Fortnite. Better than Minecraft. Better than those Minecraft rip-
offs your little cousin plays on his iPad with his Cheeto fingers.. By far the best IDE I ever used. Every tool you can think of is
available.Very responsive support. No regrets despite the high price. I think I was briefed by George Lowe!. It's ok I guess.
Super fun, good controls, but two gripes.

Optimize it, I want to actually play it.

Give us pitch controls and turn controls.. Quite an amazing game for it's price. Not too brain-racking at the start but it gets
harder at the end trust me. ;) (The final stage got me raging a few times before finally completing it out of luck) But all-in-all it
is a good strategy/puzzle game that will take your attention up for a few hours, so better prepare a few bottles of water before
starting. :D. One of those 'Worth more than it's priced' games. I like it.. Just used the map editor to make a small gauntlet of
nebulae, pirates, and lag. 10\/10.
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